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ZYG F R Y D  K O M IN E K *
THE RECURRENT SEQUENCES OF IN EQ U ALIT IES
Abstract. Consider the sequence o f inequalities
Oi,k+1 sifj (o i,t , ..., a„ k)) +  bi k,
j=i
i =  1 , 2 , n, k =  0 ,1 ,2 , where r  is a concave and increasing function and the functions 
j, i , j  =  1 satisfy some additional conditions ((2.2) and (2.3)). In this note we give an answer to 
the following question: under what assumptions regarding the given sequences {£>;,*} their behaviour 
implies a similar one for the sequences {a,,*}.
1. Let ak,bk,k =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  be non-negative real numbers. We shall 
consider the sequence of inequalities in the form
(1.1) ak <  a(ak- ! )  +  bk, k =  1,2,3, ..., 
where
( 1.2) a is an increasing concave function transforming [ 0 , oo) into itself satisfying 
the condition 0 <  a(t) <  t for all t >  0 .
It follows from J. Matkowski’s result ([1 ], Lemma 4.1) that if a {t) =  s-t, 
0 ^  s <  1, then
a) if the sequence {bk} is bounded then {ak} is bounded;
b) if lim bk =  0 then lim ak =  0 ;
k~* oo k~* oo
00 00
c) if Y j bk oo then £  ak <  oo.
k = 0  k = 0
REM AR K  1.1. The conditions (1.1) and (1.2), together with bk =  0,
00
k =  0 , 1 , 2 , ..., do not imply the convergence of the series £  ak.
k =  o
In fact, if ak =  -— -, k =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  and
K i 1
1 for t ^  1
1 1
a ( 0  = k  rfor te
k +  2 k + V k J ’
for t =  0
then the conditions ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) are fulfilled and £  ak is not convergent.
k = 0
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R EM ARK 1.2. Suppose that( 1.1) and (1.2) are fulfilled. Then if lim bk =  0 then
k~* oo
lim ak =  0 .
k~> oo
Proo f .  Let a: =  lim sup ak. By (1.1) we have 0 ^  a ^  a (a), which implies, 
on account of ( 1.2), that a =  0 .
It is easy to show, by induction, the following lemma.
LE M M A 1.1. I f  the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are fulfilled, then for every 
non-negative integer k the inequalities
(1.3) ak + 1 ^  cck + 1(a0) +  ^  ctp(bk- p)
p  =  0
hold. (Here and further as denotes the s-th iterate of  a).
Hence, by (1.2) we have
C O R O LLAR Y  1.1. Let the assumptions (1.1) and (1.2) be fulfilled. I f  the 
sequence < £  ocp{bk _ p) > is bounded, then {ak} is bounded. I f  lim oip{bk _ p) =  0, then
U=o J k^ co
lim aL =  0 .
k~* oo
00 00
THEOREM  1.1. I f  ( 1.1), (1.2) are fulfilled and the series £  £  ap(bk) is
p  =  0 fc =  o
00
convergent, then the series £  is convergent, too.
k =  o
00
Proo f .  By Lemma 1.1, it is enough to show that £  ak( « 0) anc*
k =  0
oo k — 1
£  £  ap(fefc- !_p ) are convergent. The convergence of the first series follows 
k =  0 p  =  0
00 00
from the convergence of £  ap(bk). On account of the equality
p =  0 k =  o
00 oo oo oo oo k
1  I  « p(bk) = 1 1  aP( -^p) = 1 1  
p  =  0 k =  0  p =  0 k =  p  k =  0 p =  0
we get the convergence of the second series. This completes the proof.
00
THEOREM  1.2. Let (1.1), (1.2) be fulfilled and the series £  a p(t) is convergent
p =  o
for some t >  0. I f  the sequence {bk} is bounded, then {ak} is bounded, too.
Proo f .  Assume that bk <  b, k =  0 ,1 ,2 , ___ It follows from the mono­
tonicity of a that ap(bk- p) ^  otp(b), p =  0 , 1 , ..., k, and in virtue of the con­
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vergence of Y  a.p(t) we have the boundedness of the sequence < Y  a.p(bk- p)>.
P=o lp=0 J
Now, the assertion of our theorem follows from Corollary 1.1.
2. The results of 1. may be applied in the case of the sequence of systems of 
inequalities. Let aik,b ik, i  =  1, ..., n, k — 0,1,2, ..., be non-negative real 
numbers. We assume that
(2 .1) there exist an increasing and concave function T : [0 , o o ) [ 0 , oo) and 
non-negative functions s;j., i , j  =  1 , ..., n, of n variables such that
ai,k+l  ^ J  +  bi 'k,
k =  0 ,1 ,2 ,  . . . ,  i =  1, . . . ,  n;
(2 .2) there exist positive numbers r t , . . . ,  rn and a concave function y : [ 0 , oo) ~> 
-*  [ 0 , oo) such that for all tl ^  0 , i =  1 , . . . ,  n, the inequalities
n
Y  Stj(t 1 , . . . ,  tn)r, ^  r f i d j ) ,  j  =  1, . . . ,  n, 
i=i
hold;
(2.3) for each t >  0, 0 ^  r ( y ( t ) )  <  t.
Defining the function
a ( f ) :=  sup{r(y(s)): 0 ^  s ^  t ]
we observe, that a is increasing and concave.
OO OO
R EM AR K  2.1. The series Y  ( r (y))p(t) is convergent i ff  Y  ocp(t)  is convergent.
p  =  0  p  =  0 
k k
The sequence {  Y  ( r  (y))p(£p) }  is bounded i ff  {  Z  ocp( tp)} is bounded. 
p = 0  p — 0 
We note, in virtue of (2.2), that we may assume that
(2.4) r t +  . . .  + r n =  1.
Let
n n
(2.5) ak\= Y  r iauk, K - =  Y  r ibuk, k =  0,1,2,....
i =  1 i  =  1
On account of (2.1) and (2.2) we have
n n
flk + 1 < Z r,r(I Si j (a iik, . . . ,  a„'k)) +  bk  ^
i= i j= i
n n
< r (Z Z ««.*)»■,)+6* <
j = l i = l
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LE M M A 2.1. // r/ie assumptions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are fulfilled, then the 
sequences \ak) and {bk} defined by (2.5) satisfy the condition (1.1). Moreover, the 
function a satisfies the condition ( 1.2).
Hence, in virtue of Remark 1.2, we get
THEOREM  2.1. I f  (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are fulfilled and lim bi<k =  0,
k~* GO
i =  1 , ..., n, then lim ai<k =  0 , i =  1 , ..., n.
k -+ co
Similarly, according to Lemma 2.1, (2.5), and Theorem 1.2 we get
oo
THEOREM  2.2. Let (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are fulfilled. I f  the series £  ap(f)
p  =  o
is convergent for some t >  0 , then the boundedness of the sequences {biik},
i =  1 implies the boundedness of the sequences {ai:k}, i =  1 , . . . , « .
THEOREM  2.3. Assume that the assumptions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are fulfilled. 
00 00 00 
I f  the series £  £  otp(bi<k), i =  1, ..., n, are convergent, then the series £  aiik, 
p = 0 k = 0  k = o
i =  1 , ..., n are convergent.
Proo f .  It follows from the monotonicity, concavity of a and (2.4) that
ap( Z  r ^ k )  ^  X  aP(fcu)- 
i = 1 i = 1
Hence, by assumptions and (2.5) we have the convergence of the series
00 00
£  X  <xp{bk). According to Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 1.1 we get the assertion of 
p = 0 k = 0  
our theorem.
REM AR K  2.2. The results contained in Theorems 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 generalizes 
some J. Matkowski’s result contained in the paper [1 ] (Lemma 4.1).
In fact, putting y(t) =  s-t, 0 <  s <  1, r ( t )  =  t, sUj( t1, ..., tn) =  kitj-tj, 
kij ^  0, i , j =  1, ..., n, we observe that the conditions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) have 
the form
n
(2 .1 ) i^,/c+i ^  X  kijajtk +  bik,
j =  i
n
(2 .2 ') X  kujri < s r j , r l t . . . , r n >  0 ,
i =  1
whereas the condition (2.2') is equivalent (see [1, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2]) to the 
following,one: the matrix [fc; j ], i , j  =  1 , ..., n, has all the characteristic roots 
less than one in absolute value.
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